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Date Name Email Elementary Middle High Option Comments

09/30/2020 Alina Pando Horrocks alina72@gmail.com Oak Hills Elem

I agree with the rest of the of the Oak Hills community to keep kids together in the elementary schools 
that will eventually attend the same high school .  In this case, Sunset-bound Oak Hills East to 
Timberland with Terra Linda so they can attend Sunset together and Westview-bound Oak Hills West 
with Bethany Elementary so they can attend Westview together.  Thank you!!

10/01/2020 Arun arun.kaariya@gmail.com

Dear Committee,PLEASE COME TO A CONCLUSION. PLEASE DO NOT LEAVE THIS HANGING IN AIR. 
PLEASE DO NOT MAKE ANY TEMPORARY RECOMMENDATIONS. PLEASE MAKE 1 FINAL 
RECOMMENDATION.We all have suffered enough. Do not put us through this process a second time. 
Please do not abandon this process towards the end. If the process is abandoned without a 
recommendation it will force the children and parents to go through the pain all over again.The issue of 
COVID is the current situation that none of us predicted, if at all the delay in process is adding to the 
anxiety of both students and parents in already difficult times. You cannot predict the future today its 
COVID, tomorrow there may be some other issue are we always going to postpone the meetings?It is 
not going to be any different than what it is today the second time around. The two major problems :1. 
Overcrowding at Stoller2. Filling Timberland HAVE BEEN SOLVED. WE NEED TO MOVE ON. We cannot 
have same FRL at all schools is impossible and was never part of committee's primary objective.Please 
please do consider voices of people who were not able to come to the meetings because both parents 
were working sometimes two jobs or did not have the means to attend the meetings. Yes you can still 
help these parents by giving them friends that they can relate to. As said by another parent in 
comments section please move Aloha huber to meadow park and keep the dual language program kids 
at Barnes and Aloha together. This is the least you could do for these kids.Thanks,Arun

10/01/2020 Arun arun.kaariya@gmail.com Sunset

To the BSD Superintendent and committee members,Each boundary change meeting feels like a blood 
bath. The reason is clear Timberland was built in a wrong spot. Knowing that north bethany residential 
growth was explosive, knowing that there is a need for a new middle and high school to accommodate 
the growth in Sato-Springville area but yet not building the schools where they were required is the 
fault of long range planning.People buy houses shelling top dollar to be in the best schools, to be in 
schools closer to them yet every few years the students and parents are tossed into a different 
school(school performance across district varies widely) uprooting neighborhoods, sending kids away 
from school closer to them, destroying friendships, causing unnecessary emotional and financial stress 
on the parents.BUILD SCHOOLS WHERE THERE IS GROWTH!!!
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09/30/2020 Brandy Carpenter brandy.masters.carpenter@gmail.comOak Hills Elem

“Thank you Board members for maintaining your commitment to creating a solid feeder 
pattern for SUNSET HS BOUND-OAK HILLS ES EAST students -> Timberland MS -> Sunset 
HS. Thank you for appreciating the concerns brought to this Boards attention related to 
isolation and depression of Oak Hills students as a result of the current limited feeder 
pattern from Meadow Park to Sunset HS. This new feeder pattern will enable SUNSET 
BOUND-EAST OAK HILLS students to enter high school with friendships they foster in middle 
school during a critical time in their growth and development as individuals, academically, 
socially. The vast majority of Meadow Park students do not map to Sunset HS because of 
the dual language program that feeds Beaverton HS and the rest to Westview HS. I want to 
also encourage continued coupling of west side OHE with their neighboring Bethany 
Elementary school at minimum (preferable Bethany and RC) to attend a middle school in the 
district that is decided based on what works best with the feeder patterns (Five Oaks or 
Meadow Park as we have seen this shifted between the two multiple times during this 
process). Though the OHE West student body is larger than our OHE East counterparts, they 
also are experiencing the split form the OHE East kids at high school and want to ensure 
they are aligned with only experiencing 1 split as well. I feel OHE has already been split 
once at HS, and our community has voiced our concern about the generation of multiple 
feeding patterns that would cause multiple splits. We should only experience the one split at 
middle school instead of potentially experiencing a split at middle and again at high school. 
Majority of parents from OHE are in agreement that the one split at MS if shifted from 
current HS split cannot be avoided to help with balanced student populations and aligning 
neighboring children in feeder patterns but request we continue to ensure a balance to 
where OHE students are not experiencing multiple splits when other schools don't 
experience any splits in their feeder patterns from elementary through high school. Thank 
you for your continued support and recoginition of the unique challenges facing the OHE 
community and listening to our advocation for our children.

10/01/2020 Brittany Monson brittany.hancock@gmail.com Oak Hills Elem Meadow Park Westview

It[?]s so important to help middle schoolers transition into high school with kids they are familiar with! 
Please don[?]t overlook Oak Hills students! Send Sunset-bound Oak Hills East to Timberland with Terra 
Linda so they can have an easier transition into Sunset together, and please keep Westview-bound Oak 
Hills West with Bethany Elementary so they can have an easier transition into Westview together. 
Starting high school can be HARD! Please help these kids out by providing them with a community they 
are familiar with. Thank you

09/30/2020 Clara Hayden claramaren@hotmail.com Oak Hills Elem Meadow Park

It's been a long time since the boundaries were discussed so I want to make sure that the voices from 
Oak Hills Elementary are still being heard and we are not a pawn as we have been in boundaries 
before. As much as we want to keep our school together we feel it more important to separate after 
elementary school so there are clear high school feeders for our students.  They need to have their 
friends in middle school going on to the same high school with them. So please send Sunset-bound Oak 
Hills East to Timberland with Terra Linda so they can attend Sunset together and keep Westview-bound 
Oak Hills West with Bethany Elementary so they can attend Westview together.
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09/28/2020 D. SIl sdwaipayan@gmail.com Findley Elem Stoller MS Sunset

Hello, I want to highlight two things here:1. The middle school advisory committee has spent enormous 
amount of time in deciding on a map recommendation through last year and beginning of 2020. In the 
last meeting, it seemed some committee members wanted to re-open old maps again. This is 
backwards in my mind. There was a clear set of map that emerged from the March 2020 meeting and 
the committee should finalize the map based on that final map. Any re-start is a clear waste of public 
money and time.2. For the benefit of the kids, it is solely important to have unsplit school feeder 
patterns from elementary schools to middle-schools. So for a school like Findley, my request is to keep 
the unsplit while transitioning to middle school. 3. Also point to note that Findley provides the largest 
(or one of largest %) of students to the MS Summa program (~30-40% of Class). So if there is no 
provision of Summa in wherever Findley is placed, it is effectively a split and its pretty harmful for 
kids.4. The other point to note is that school zones build communities. So its important to bring feed a 
middle schools w/feeder elementary schools from neighboring communities. If the committee plans to 
bring in other schools from other regions of the district to make up the school populations, it does not 
form a tight bond community. Community formation is important for kids' overall development. So my 
request to the committee is not to try to stitch together multiple ES to form the population of the new 
MS (Timberland). It is a demographic problem that the northern side of Beaverton has more school 
going kids compared to southern side. So not matter how one tries, it is never going to solve the school 
population balancing problem because geographically there are more schools in the southern part of the 
district. So committee should focus on community building and not do a school population feeling 
exercise.5.

09/26/2020 Harsha Grunes hvaswani@gmail.com Cooper Mountain

Hello,Thank you for reconsidering the Cooper/Chehalem decision that was made in such haste back in 
March. Please please please reverse the March 12th decision and stop the upheaval you will inflict on 
our community. Looking through the comments, Chehalem parents are also not happy with this decision 
and the $50k/year transportation cost for this change seems absurd. Please go back to the original 
charter, focus on Stoller/Timberland and leave our school boundaries alone. We have been a part of the 
Cooper/Sexton Mountain community for many years, and my son has been looking forward to going to 
Middle School with close friends from Sexton who he's known almost his whole life. His story repeats 
himself throughout the community - please leave us alone. The upheaval isn't worth the minor change 
in FRL especially when Stoller/Timberland are at 10-12% FRL. Thanks,Harsha

09/30/2020 Heather Clement heather.mclement@gmail.com Oak Hills Elem Meadow Park Westview

Send the East side of Oak Hills to Terra Linda so that they can go to Sunset as a neighborhood and 
community. Likewise, send The west side of Oak Hills to Five Oaks with Bethany elementary . The 
boundary between Bethany and Oak Hills is divided down the middle of a neighborhood. It[?]s very 
important to keep kids in the same neighborhood at the same Middle and  High School.

09/29/2020 Heather Lambert heather.pilates@gmail.com Oak Hills Elem Meadow Park Sunset ACMA

Please send Oak Hills East to Timberland so our kids can solidify relationships that will carry into High 
School.  Our kids feel alienated and torn from their friendships when they are the handful of kids 
separated into the small minority that goes into Sunset from Meadow Park.  The majority of their 
friends all attend Westview.  Another group of kids who should go to Sunset find ways to get around 
boundary guidelines as well and remain at Westview for reasons such as sports or whatever it may be.  
It[?]s been 4 long years of struggle, could you please make the right decision this time and send Oak 
Hills East to Timberland and give our kids a break from the pain of separation and a feeling of starting 
all over.
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09/27/2020 HG hgrunes@gmail.com Cooper Mountain

Considering the circumstances we are all in given Covid-19, and the uncertainty of funding, enrollment 
numbers, demographics etc. for the future, please stick to the original objectives and don't change 
feeder patterns for Cooper Mountain/Chehalem. This is just unnecessary upheaval and doesn't address 
the two schools with the lowest FRLs (Stoller/Timberland). Moreover it costs the district $50,000 (which 
I'm sure could be better used elsewhere) and increases our contributions to climate change/crowded 
roads by reducing the number of children who can walk to school. This decision just doesn't make sense 
for so many reasons and impacts 70% of the Cooper Mountain families who, based on the objectives, 
weren't really supposed to be impacted by this process. In the future, it really does make sense for 
BSD to update boundaries at least 5 years before they go into effect so families and communities can 
plan accordingly.

09/30/2020 Javier Turek javierturek@gmail.com Oak Hills Elem Meadow Park Sunset

Our family would like to thank the Board members for committing to correct the feeder pattern for East 
OAK HILLS. Sending our kids to Timberland MS, and then feeds to Sunset HS will make a huge 
difference for these kids. We appreciate your hard work as this new pattern will allow my kid and 
others in the neighborhood to continue to Sunset HS with many familiar faces among their friends, 
which is currently a challenging problem for our kids with the current feeder situation.  I would like to 
emphasize that the Meadow Park MS numbers in the feeder table are wrong after the change. Meadow 
Park students do not map to Sunset HS because of the NEW dual language program that starts at 
Barnes ES, feeding to Meadow Park and eventually feeds to *Beaverton HS*.Thanks a lot for helping 
our community by committing Oak Hills east bound to Timberland MS.

09/26/2020 Jeff Grunes jeffgrunes@aol.com Cooper Mountain

In June 2019, the School Board was tasked with creating an attendance boundary for Timberland and 
reduce the population of Stoller MS to 90% capacity.  This was the sole objective.  The vote taken in 
haste in March 2020 diverged from this focus, thus dividing our attention and slowing the decision-
making process on the real issue.  There is no reason to unnecessarily rip apart the Chehalem and 
Cooper Mountain communities to achieve this goal.  The change would incur $50K in new transportation 
costs that don't exist today.  The proposal will literally split the parents and teachers who have 
collectively raised, nurtured, and taught our children through their elementary years and halt that 
continued guidance by ripping neighbors away from each other due to the fact that their house falls on 
the other side of the proposed boundary map.  From posted comments, these are not the wants of the 
Chehalem and Cooper Mountain communities.  Please stay on task.  Fix the issue, rather than creating 
new problems.  Keep the Chehalem and Cooper Mountain boundaries as they are today.

09/27/2020 Jeff Grunes jeffgrunes@aol.com Cooper Mountain

When the School Board made proposals to try and level the demographics and poverty indicators by 
touching so many boundaries across the district, it was actually a disservice to the straight-forward 
objective of resolving the overcrowding of Stoller and creating an attendance boundary for Timberland.  
This is a great example of rider legislation.  If we explore the leading proposal to date (Option B), it 
does not significantly move the needle on these topics, and the two schools actually called out in the 
original charter (Stoller and Timberland) end up with a demographic makeup that does NOT mirror the 
makeup of Beaverton nor does it achieve an equal poverty indicator with only 10-12% FRL.  The 
Committee spent months crafting a proposal that clearly shows how this proposal fails at the very thing 
it is touted to be fixing!  Despite the failure to hit the demographic and poverty indicator targets for the 
two schools of interest in the North, it does successfully uproot the communities of the South.  Again, 
while this is not even the objective of the original charter, the minimal changes to FRL across the 
district as a result of touching Chehalem and Cooper Mountain cannot possibly justify the disruption 
caused to these communities.  Yet it is the very same FRL metric that shows how the schools of 
interest (Stoller and Timberland) are so disproportionate to the rest of the district.  It does not make 
sense at any level and honestly seems unjust.  Please leave Chehalem and Cooper Mountain feeder 
patterns alone and use the $50K savings from unnecessary transportation costs for a better purpose.
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09/30/2020 Jennifer Brinkerhoff skierjenn@gmail.com Oak Hills Elem Meadow Park Westview

Back in the winter, the Oak Hills Elementary School community made it very clear to the committee 
that we support being split after elementary school so our students can go to middle school with their 
future high school peers. Please our Sunset-bound Oak Hills East students to Timberland with Terra 
Linda so they can attend Sunset together. Please keep Westview-bound Oak Hills West with Bethany 
Elementary so they can attend Westview together. Since our elementary community won't be together 
through high school, we support establishing these new communities during middle school. Please 
remember why the committee voted for these decisions and follow through with them.

09/30/2020 Julie Curtis juliekcurtis@yahoo.com Oak Hills Elem Meadow Park Westview

During the Middle School Boundary discussions last spring, it was disappointing to see how much the well-being of students and schools in the more affluent 
north-of-26 neighborhoods dominated the meetings. Relatively little consideration seemed to go towards other factors - particularly around diversity, 
equity, and addressing socio-economic disparities - that could make a huge difference for the thousands of children and families throughout the Beaverton 
School District. The committee has both an obligation and an opportunity to approach boundary recommendations with a broader set of factors driving their 
decisions. If we want to improve schools and have our district play a part in healing what's broken in our state and nation, we need to find ways to break the 
cycles of poverty and systemic injustice wherever we find them. This should begin with reexamining the committee's stated priorities, which put the 
affluent north-of-26 neighborhoods' interests ahead of everyone else. Last year these priorities were stated as, a) establish new boundaries for the 
Timberland neighborhood school; b) reduce the number of students at Stoller to approximately 90% of building's permanent capacity; c) balance attendance 
at other schools; and d) possibly make minor adjustments to other attendance boundaries.  Shouldn't there be a larger objective her about providing every 
child with access to a well-balanced and well-supported school to support their learning and academic success? It is a disservice to a majority of the 
district's students and families when the committee's work seeks to optimize outcomes for Timberland and Stoller and  treat as lesser priority, 
recommendations that may be in the best interest of the school district as a whole. For example, up to this point there has been little attention given to 
balancing the massive inequities in free and reduced lunch student populations across the district, especially at Mountain View or addressing the rather 
shocking imbalance at affluent schools north of 26.  Past maps under serious consideration have done little if anything to address this serious problem. 
Ensuring equitable commute times for students bussed to their assigned middle schools throughout the district is another factor the committee should take 
into account. Affluent areas have been able to mobilize strong parent activism to advocate for their children, yet there are many obstacles to this type of 
advocacy in less affluent parts of our district. If less affluent communities do not come together with a strong voice to advocate for themselves, members 
of the committee should own the responsibility of looking out for their interests. As a district, we should find ways to lift the schools and communities in our 
school district most affected by poverty, rather than isolating or ignoring them. In addition to these broad considerations, I also want to advocate for the 
interests of my neighborhood, Oak Hills-West. In many of the committee's proposals, Oak Hills students are treated like a Lego piece that can be plugged 
in anywhere. While Oak Hills is a wonderful neighborhood school, its attendance boundaries are bisected by busy Bethany Boulevard - hence the 
&#34;East&#34; and &#34;West&#34; distinctions. Due to geography, recreational and community ties, the Oak Hills-East community is joined with the 
Terra Linda area. Similarly, the Oak Hills-West community and the Bethany Elementary School community are all one geographic neighborhood (in this 
case we even have a common name - the Charlais neighborhood). The best thing you can do to address &#34;Oak Hills isolation&#34; is to split Oak Hills 
students after elementary school so both the East and West communities can attend middle school and high school with their neighborhood peers. The Oak 
Hills Elementary community has spoken about this consistently with a unified voice. We ask you to: 1) Send Sunset-bound Oak Hills-East students to 
Timberland with Terra Linda Elementary students, so they can deepen associations through middle school and attend Sunset High School together. 2) Keep 
Westview-bound Oak Hills-West and Bethany Elementary students together for middle school, supporting the fabric of their geographic community, and 
keep high school boundaries in place so they can attend Westview together. 3) Make equitable decisions about the future of Meadow Park Middle School, its 
student body, and the community that supports this school. Do not rezone this school in a way that aggravates or worsens socio-economic disparities.  In 

09/30/2020 Karen whitnkaren@gmail.com Oak Hills Elem Meadow Park Westview

Hello, Our family is a part of the Oak Hills Elementary community. We love this community and we 
love that our children who are older have been able to attend middle school and high school with many 
of the same friends. We feel like all who leave Oak Hills should have that same opportunity.We feel it 
is best to send Sunset-bound Oak Hills East students to Timberland with Terra Linda so they can attend 
Sunset together.We would appreciate if Westview-bound Oak Hills West students can stay with Bethany 
Elementary so they can attend Westview together.Thank you for all of your hard work and time in this 
middle school boundary adjustment process. We appreciate you!The Jenkins family

09/26/2020 Kathrine Kraft Kathrine.kraft@gmail.com Oak Hills Elem Meadow Park Westview

Thank you to the committee for listening to the Oak Hills community regarding splitting our school 
according to high school boundaries. I was very pleased to see that, as of the last meeting, my children 
are slated to attend Westview-feeding Five Oaks while their friends across the street will attend Sunset-
feeding Timberland. This will allow our children to form lasting relationships in middle school that will 
carry through into the high school years. I believe this boundary change will help to reduce the trauma 
to our children at school transition years. I hope you are able to make similarly thoughtful decisions in 
other areas of the district, while also prioritizing equity across schools.
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09/30/2020 Kelly Osowski kellyjosowski@gmail.com Cooper Mountain

First of all, thank you for all your hard work with the boundary changes. I know it has not been an easy 
task.  My opinionis that you please leave the southern schools as is (status quo), namely Cooper 
Mountain and Chehalem.  The goal of this committee was to set new boundaries due to the opening of 
Timberland, which mostly affects the northern schools, and you have determined the new boundaries.  
Significantly changing two southern elementary schools to satisfy a new, unrequested wish to alter FRL 
does not align with the original purpose of the committee and should be discarded.  Making adjustments 
for FRL should be a district-wide agenda for another time and committee where proper time can 
allocated to ensure equity across the entire district in the decision making.  Thank you for your 
consideration.

09/29/2020 Kim andrewandkim@comcast.net Highland Park

Thank you for recognizing that the previous decision to change the boundaries for Cooper Mountain was 
made quickly and without suitable discussion and justification.  As this process is quickly coming to a 
close, I request that the committee not make these rushed and unjustified decisions, and keep the 
current boundaries for Cooper Mountain.  In regard to the boundaries established for Stoller, 
Timberland, and Five Oaks, the Staff report for the upcoming Oct. 1st meeting states that the 
committee respected public testimony attesting to the importance of maintaining feeder patterns, found 
that students benefit from following feeder patterns with a larger number of peers, chose options that 
were the least disruptive for impacted communities, and chose not to make boundary amendments that 
would improve the balance of socio-economic diversity as they would be to the detriment of other 
Policy JC factors.  Please apply these same considerations equitably to other schools.  Please do not 
disrupt Cooper Mountain[?]s feeder pattern of students attending Highland Park and then Mountainside 
High School with a significant number of their peers.   Unnecessary boundary changes are very 
disruptive to the involved communities and this proposed minimal adjustment to the socio-economic 
diversity has significant impacts to other JC factors such as feeder patterns, school accessibility, and 
results in a $50,000 increase in transportation cost.  I appreciate the committee[?]s efforts to satisfy 
the objectives for this process, and ask that you refrain from making boundary changes that are 
unnecessary and made without consistency and thorough consideration.

09/28/2020 Kristen Ballou kjballou@comcast.net Findley Elem Stoller MS Sunset

Please do not recommend an elementary boundary adjustment for Findley.  As a Findley parent in the 
area that can walk to Stoller, I would rather that the kids at Findley be kept together and not be split, 
and I am okay with being in the Timberland boundary.  The middle school boundary adjustment will 
create enough disruption for families, we do not need to add additional disruption by introducing an 
elementary boundary process as well.  Thank you.

09/30/2020 Kristin Kmhmccartney@gmail.com Oak Hills Elem Five Oaks MS

As parents looking to the future development of our children. our Oak Hills community agrees that 
separation after elementary school is best so there are clear high school feeders for our students.This 
means, please keep Westview-bound Oak Hills West with Bethany Elementary so they can attend 
Westview together and send Sunset-bound Oak Hills East to Timberland with Terra Linda so they can 
attend Sunset together.I would like for my child to build and maintain as many relationships from 
middle school to high school as possible

09/30/2020 Laura B grantspy@gmail.com Westview

I am concerned about the forthcoming middle school boundary adjustments and their impact on my 
neighborhood and surrounding community.  Please understand that it is clearly in the best interests of 
Oak Hills West students to be able to have a cohesive group of peers to move through both middle 
school and high school together.  For this reason, I would advocate keeping Oak Hills West with 
Bethany students, moving to Five Oaks for middle school, then onto Westview High School for their 
remaining years.  It is better to split Oak Hills students after 5th grade (sending Oak Hills East students 
to Timberland, then onto Sunset HS) than trying to piece together small neighborhoods in an effort to 
balance issues at Meadow Park middle school.
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09/28/2020 Leda Mareth ledamareth@hotmail.com Rock Creek Elem Westview

Thank you for your continued hard work on this.  I support the maps that were presented at the last 
meeting. While they are far from perfect, they will meet the objectives of the committee.  The 
committee was presented with an impossible task because the existing boundaries for high schools 
make drawing boundaries for the middle schools very difficult.I strongly urge Beaverton School District 
to rethink the way we change boundaries in the future.  Changes in boundary should be looked at in a 
holistic manner with elementary, middle, and high school changes made together not in individual 
vacuums.

09/29/2020 Lisa Nishimoto lisaafoltz@yahoo.com Oak Hills Elem

PLEASE SEND SUNSET-BOUND OAK HILLS EAST TO TIMBERLANDThe committee voted to allow Oak 
Hills East kids to go to Timberland with the other kids who will eventually go to Sunset.  Please don't 
reverse that decision!

09/25/2020 Loretta Ramm Rammfam@yahoo.com Oak Hills Elem Meadow Park Sunset

Dear committee members,Please please honor your decision to move the East side of Bethany Oak 
Hills kids to Timberland where they will go to high school with kids they know. My daughter is a 
freshman at Sunset this year and came from Meadow Park. She has 1 kid from Oak hills in 1 of her 
classes and it[?]s a guy, not that it matters too much but considering the pandemic, can you imagine 
how much LESS isolated she[?]d  be feeling if she knew more kids?  Please do not reverse this decision 
that was made in the Spring. If we have not learned anything else from this pandemic, it[?]s thats 
it[?]s essential to have [?]our people[?] our community, our village together. Sending the East Side of  
Oak hills to Meadow Park does not foster community and we have learned that starting this year in a 
pandemic with less than 5% of kids coming from Meadow to Sunset is really just sad &#x1f61e;. Sure, 
we[?]ll muddle through, but you have the chance to make a real lasting difference here, let[?]s do it!!

09/30/2020 Mara Adams mara.adams@me.com Oak Hills Elem Meadow Park Westview
Please keep Oak Hills west with Bethany and Rock Creek (and onto Westview) and Oak Hills east with 
Terralinda (and onto Sunset). This keeps communities together through middle/high school. Thanks!

09/30/2020 Russell Anderson rcanderson@columbia.com Oak Hills Elem Meadow Park Westview

Please keep high-school bound students together for middle school. i.e. Students bound for Westview 
should be in a middle school with other children bound for Westview; students bound for Sunset should 
be in a middle school with other children going there. It will reduce some of the anxiety inherent in 
moving from MS to HS if they don't feel alone and isolated when they arrive.Thank you, Russell

09/25/2020 Ruth Glass Rutebabe@hotmail.com Oak Hills Elem

Please keep Oak Hills East Bound Students with other Sunset Bound Students.During the last meeting, 
it was proposed to keep Oak Hills East Bound students with all the Cedar Hills students and have them 
all attend as a community to Timberland Middle School and then Sunset High School.   Please remain 
with this proposal as this maintains clean feeder patterns and keeps a community together.

09/30/2020 Sandeep Kumar sandysrivastava@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

First of all Thanks to all BSD Staff, Committer Member and the BSD Community who has participated 
in this process.I see this journey as Long Trip which is near to it's destination. We discussed all the 
options in the details, took time to cover all the perspective, options. The Map we see today is output 
of combined efforts of all public feedback, opinion and the judgement of the committee members.It is 
time to trust this whole process, our judgements and move ahead. This is the optimal solution 
considering all the options and factors. Future will bring more options and solutions.
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09/27/2020 Sarah Gradis sarah.e.gradis@gmail.com Oak Hills Elem Meadow Park Sunset

Please honor the vote taken in the spring and keep Sunset bound (East) Oak Hills students with their 
other Sunset bound neighbors at Timberland. It is so very important to allow this small number of 
students the opportunity to build friendships in middle school with kids they will move onto high school 
with. Shifting this small number of students back to Meadow Park does not significantly improve the 
feeder pattern numbers for Sunset or provide a pairing with Sunset bound Barnes students as Barnes 
students in the dual language program have limited interaction with those outside of their language 
program and many will likely choose to continue with their longstanding peer group and attend 
Beaverton High School. Perhaps the few students wanting to opt out of the Barnes language program at 
the start of middle school could be offered a waiver to attend Timberland and join into the Sunset 
bound peer group. As Barnes transitions to a 100% dual language program it will make sense in the 
next few years for all Barnes students to eventually attend Beaverton High School thus making Meadow 
Park a two feeder school rather than a three way split. In the meantime the few Barnes students opting 
to attend Sunset could be embraced in the Sunset community starting in middle school at Timberland. 
Again please keep Sunset bound Oak Hills East students feeding to Timberland.

09/29/2020 Spring Patterson spring.patterson@gmail.com Oak Hills Elem

Please kindly replace: Thank you Board members for maintaining your commitment to creating a solid 
feeder pattern for SUNSET HS BOUND-OAK HILLS ES EAST students -&gt; Timberland MS -&gt; Sunset 
HS. Thank you for appreciating the concerns brought to this Boards attention related to isolation and 
depression of Oak Hills students as a result of the current limited feeder pattern from Meadow Park to 
Sunset HS. This new feeder pattern will enable SUNSET BOUND-EAST OAK HILLS students to enter 
high school with friendships they foster in middle school during a critical time in their growth and 
development as individuals, academically, socially. The vast majority of Meadow Park students do not 
map to Sunset HS because of the dual language program that feeds Beaverton HS and the rest to 
Westview HS. Thank you immensely for your commitment to this process, especially during such a 
trying time.

09/29/2020 Spring Patterson spring.patterson@gmail.com Oak Hills Elem

Thank you Board members for maintaining your commitment to creating a solid feeder pattern for Oak 
Hills ES students East of Bethany Blvd. -&gt; Timberland MS -&gt; Sunset HS. Thank you for 
appreciating the concerns brought to this Boards attention related to isolation and depression of 
students East of Oak Hills as a result of the current limited feeder pattern from Meadow Park to Sunset 
HS. This new feeder pattern will enable Oak Hills ES students East of Bethany Blvd. to enter high 
school with friendships they foster in middle school during a critical time in their growth and 
development as individuals, academically, socially. The vast majority of Meadow Park students do not 
map to Sunset HS because of the dual language program that feeds Beaverton HS and the rest to 
Westview HS. Thank you immensely for your commitment to this process, especially during such a 
trying time.

09/30/2020 Tiffany Chidester tiffanychidester@hotmail.com Cooper MountainHighland ParkMountainside

Thank you for all your hard work with the boundary changes.  Your efforts are definitely seen and 
appreciated.  My ask is that you please leave the southern schools as is (status quo), namely Cooper 
Mountain and Chehalem.  The goal of this committee was to set new boundaries due to the opening of 
Timberland, which mostly affects the northern schools, and you have determined the new boundaries.  
Vastly changing the dynamics at two southern elementary schools to satisfy a new, unrequested desire 
to alter FRL does not align with the original purpose of the committee and should be discarded.  Making 
adjustments for FRL should be a district-wide agenda for another time and committee where proper 
time can allocated to ensure equity across the entire district in the decision making.  Thank you for 
your consideration.
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09/30/2020 Wendy Bennion wendybennion@gmail.com Bethany Elem Meadow Park Westview

Our kiddos attend school with many families from Oak Hills Elementary and we feel that it would be 
best for our community and especially for the Oak Hills students if Oak Hills separates after elementary 
school so that there are logical high school feeders for these students.Please send Sunset-bound Oak 
Hills East to Timberland with Terra Linda so they can attend Sunset together and please send Westview-
bound Oak Hills West with Bethany Elementary so they can attend Westview together.


